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Abstract. Labor supervision policy is one of the important aspects of labor law enforcement. 
Through labor supervision, the state is present in an effort to provide legal protection for workers. 

Along with the passing of the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), the need to provide legal 

protection for workers is very important in an era of opening the demands of employment and 

investment. In the concept of Pancasila state law, labor supervision policy objectives cannot be 

separated from the country's national objectives based on the ideals of Indonesia and Indonesian 

law. On the other hand, Indonesia's participation in the AEC would bring consequences 

compliance with policies along the AEC. This paper analyzes on labor supervision policy in the 

Indonesian legal system based on Pancasila in order to provide legal protection for workers in an 

era of global competition. The study of this paper is normative with statute, concept, historical, 

philosophical, and analysis approach. The results of the analysis show that the policy of labor 

supervision as stipulated in the Law of the Republic of Indonesia Number 13 Year 2003 and 

Ministry Labor of the Republic of Indonesia Number 33 Year 2016 still have weaknesses in the 
aspect of substance, structure, and culture. These weaknesses have implications to the lack of 

legal protection for workers in the face of global competition. 
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1. Introduction 

The development of the Indonesian legal system cannot be separated from the concept of a 

legal state as stated in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia Article 1 paragraph (3). 

Considering the content of the Preamble and Articles in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of 

Indonesia as the source of Indonesian legal politics, it is clear that the concept adopted by the 
Indonesian legal state is the concept of the Pancasila legal state. The concept of Pancasila legal state 

differs from the concept of rechtstaats and rule of law[1] This concept is a crystallization of the views 

and philosophy of life that is loaded with the noble ethical and moral values of the Indonesian nation 
as stated in the Preamble and implied in the Articles of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of 

Indonesia [2] .In the concept of Pancasila legal state, there are characteristic values which crystallize 

goals, basis, rechtsidee, and basic norms of the Indonesian state that gave birth to the national legal 

system of Indonesia[1]. This is characteristic of the Pancasila legal state [1].  These characteristics are 
as follows: It is a state of kinship, that create a balance and harmony between individual interests and 

the interests of society as a whole;  Certainy and justice of legal state, the concept of the legal state of 

Pancasila takes prismatic concept that combines the principles of legal certainty and the principle of 
justice; Religious nation-state, the concept of Pancasila legal state that respects and fosters all the 

religious affiliations of the people along the humane and civilized. So the concept of Pancasila legal 

state is the concept of divinity state, it is neither a religion state nor a secular state; Law as a tool of 
social engineering and the law as a mirror of the state of society.  

By combining these two concepts, Pancasila legal state tries to preserve and reflect the values 

that live in the community as well as applying positive laws that live in these communities to 

encourage and guide the community on developments and progress in accordance with the values of 
Pancasila; Base creation and establishment of national law must be based on the principle of law that 
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Abstract: This working paper intends to investigate the lineage of Dato Godam from Ujung 

Tanjung, Sungai Kedayan, Kiarong and others villages in Brunei Darussalam. That is, the 

genealogy of Dato Godam from MenteriPutih to Menteri Omar, Pehin Orang Kaya Di 

GadongAwangAliwaddin and so on. Then MenteriUban in Sarawak as the pioneer of search 

for the kinsman and beneficiaries of Dato Gadom in Pagaruyung and in Malaysia.  
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1. Introduction: the History 

As Ahmad Dahlan stated in his book (Sejarah Melayu, 2014, p.454) that Pagaruyung was 

believed to have existed in the early 14th century. Sang Sapurba from Siguntang Hill was once a ruler 

of this state. The state was situated at the flat land of TanjungEmas or TanjungSugayang Indonesia, 

which is now at the Padang West Sumatera. DatukPepatih Nan Sebatang made Adityawarman as the 

ruler in 1347, whom was succeeded by his son Ananggawarman (1375-1417, ibid). There was no 

known dynasties afterwards. DatoGodam was believed to be a part of Pagaruyung at the period when 

it became an Islamic nation with a strong influence of PepatihMinangkabau customs and traditions. At 

the beginning of the 16
th
 Century, its administration was divided into three parts namely Raja Alam, 

Raja Adat and Raja Ibadat. The three were also known by a nickname - Raja TigoSelo (Raja 

TigaKedudukan). 

Sultan HarunSyah Sultan Bengawan was known by his nickname as DatukBendaharaHarun 

who was a descendant of Raja-Raja Acheh. DatoBendaharaHarun was a dignitary officer in the 

administration of Pagaruyung palace. He married the daughter of Jan Van Groenewegena Dutch 

Resident of East India Company in Aceh in the year of 1660,. The marriage of DatoGodam’s father to 

the daughter of the Dutch Resident in Aceh became an issue towards the bestowal of the Bendahara 

title (“mengangkat raja”) under the customs and traditions of Pagaruyung. 

DatoGodam was born around the year of 1660s with a given name of Raja Umar. He had a 

good personality and was brought up in the Godam Palace in Pagaruyung. Since childhood, he 

received both life and religious education. He was taught on aspects of administration as preparation 

for him to inherit his father’s title of DatuBendahara. As a bright and religious son, he was extremely 

respected. However mixed blood of Sumateran and Dutch provide challenges for him to gain the title 

of BendaharaPagaruyung.  Despite this, Basa Ampek Balai, the committee of Adatistiadat (the 

committee for customs and traditions) allowed him to participate in the tests to earn the title of 

Bendahara Pagaruyung. DatoGodam failed in one of the test, to get the prestigious seat of the ‘white 

elephant’ government. This made him excluded from earning the title of DatuBendahara by the 

committee of Adatistiadat (“BasaAmpekBalai”) despite having done successfully in many other tests:-  

“DatoGodam had passed several tests to become Bendahara such as sitting on a rock but DatoGudam 

failed on raiding a white elephant”. This failure brought him travelling to places like Singapore, 

Kepulauan Riau and Borneo. In Borneo, he travelled to Saribas, Sarawak and then went to Brunei. 
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Abstract: Studying the social behaviors in web-forums helped to understand how users behaved 

online, and why they remain committed to online interactions when there is little or no marked 

individual gain. The present study argues that online Guanxi that is made-up of discourse features 

of trust, social presence and face-saving acts played important roles in building online Guanxi in 

web-forums. Cumulatively these three aspects of online bonding together were termed as online 

Guanxi. However, this paper will discuss only one of the discourse features which is trust. Broadly 

speaking, Guanxi aided the web-forum interaction by getting forum members to indulge in return–
action in a broader context of exchange, where an initial information seeking act necessitated 

responding messages. Guanxi was sought in web-forums not to profit or benefit, as in a contract or 

economic exchange, but rather Guanxi became the foreground that necessitated interactivity when 

forum members recognized the other forum members’ need to share information.  
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1.    Introduction 

In any online information sharing platform the members need to feel that being part of the 

virtual group is worth the while because they stand to benefit from the information shared. For that to 
happen the environment where the information is shared should be encouraging with not much 

bickering, or what is termed as flaming in Computer Mediated Communication (CMC). Studies have 

shown that flaming drives members away from any online information sharing sites. Therefore, a good 
information sharing environment will encourage a continuous flow of thought sharing, and this in 

return would ensure the continuity and maintaining members in any online group. We propose that one 

of the key ways for online interaction in web-forums to increased engagement among web-forum 

members is through the social behaviour of forming online Guanxi. 

Guanxi generally refers to social connection based on the goal to achieve a common purpose 

within a group of people in Chinese face-to-face business, which stresses on relationship harmony in 
order to conclude any transaction in the most successful way. Therefore, Guanxi cannot survive 

without harmony between two parties in a relationship. It stresses on relationship harmony in order to 

conclude any transaction in the most successful way. Therefore, Guanxi cannot survive without 
harmony between two parties in a relationship. As such in web-forums effective information sharing 

strategies becomes integral to both parties; the writer and the reader who keep switching roles in order 

to seek and share information.  Their relationship must be in harmony with one another be it in the 
manner they communicate or the quality of information shared. The study found that for online Guanxi 

to happen, three features: trust, social presence and face-saving acts. This paper will discuss only one 

of them: Trust.   

1.1. State of the Art 

Discussion via web forums is an asynchronous type of online communication; therefore it 

does not require instantaneous reply to messages but rather allows for forum members to check other 
resources for information and contemplate on it before sharing it online. Thus, web forums become a 

place where forum members bring resources, knowledge and expertise so that collectively they could 
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